January 5, 2010 CAMS Meetings
Well here we are in a new year as well as a totally new decade; it will be interesting to see what
develops.
Our first meeting of 2010 was held on 5 Jan at Sobeys South. The room was full for the first meeting of
the year and some of the chairs seemed to have shrunk a little but that may have been our
imaginations.
In attendance were Bob K, Scott M, Mike B, Mike L, Dave H, Andrew L, Bruce D, Brian F and Steve M.
Everyone passed on their stories of overindulgences over the holidays and showed off a couple of their
acquisitions. Bob K brought in the Peerless log trailer. Some modelling was done over the holidays as
Mike L was there with his PT-13 F-86 Saber, Brian Florian showed of a couple of Sci-Fi projects from
Bandi the 1/100 scale GAT-X105 Aile Strike Gundam (in progress) and the Gundam Exia. These are
incredible kits and it will be interesting to see what a modeller with Brian’s talent can do with them.

Steve M showed off one of his new projects a resin kit of a ’70 Chrysler 300 and as usual Steve’s
painting skills are mind numbing. It will be interesting to see what the future meetings will bring in the
way of new kits but only time will tell.

In signing off I’d like to take this opportunity to single out a couple people. First off , I would like to
recognize Mike Brideau who stepped down as CAMS President last year. Mike has been a driving force
behind the club and the Spring Classic for great many years and deserves a pat on the back. Another is
Scott Millican who is responsible for getting the majority of the prizes for the Show. Another pat on the
back goes out to one of the quiet supporters of the Club, Bill Knox who stepped up when CAMS lost its
home and offered his church hall. Bill has always been there for us, the first to step forward when CAMS
has needed something done or a place for meetings. I offer one final thank you before I fall off my soap
box and that is to out Webmaster Valerie D who was a driving force in the creation and the running of
the CAMS Website. Valerie isn’t modeler but helps out as a friend. It is people like these that have
helped made CAMS the Club it is and our Spring Show one of the best around.
Remember - share the hobby and keep on modelling.
The Scribe

